CREATIVITY MADE SIMPLE

Display wall installations can be challenging to design, build, configure and implement. Highly creative projects often require multiple displays arranged in unconventional formations with varying resolutions, with the added possibility of a myriad of bezel sizes and gaps.

Project designers, installers and integrators require simple yet effective creation tools in order to manage the project from start to finish.

Datapath’s Wall Designer is the perfect solution to creating and managing an entire video wall project with ease and simplicity. By selecting the required monitor, projector or LED sender device, the display will auto-configure your wall design.

FEATURES

Created to work seamlessly with Datapath’s x-Series products, Wall Designer allows project builders to select their displays by manufacturer and model and arrange and orientate them onto a canvas in any layout imaginable.

Add content into your Wall Designer project and place it across the virtual canvas, filling the displays with rich content. Adjust the input resolution to ensure the project matches the real content and automatically arrange the capture regions or adjust each region to suit.
DESIGN YOUR ENTIRE DISPLAY IN FIVE EASY STEPS:

1. Choose from a wide range of display types including monitors, projectors and LED sender devices to create a unique layout.

2. Input your footage and adjust the capture regions.

3. Visualise your completed project by adding an image or video.

4. Auto-configure your chosen devices with a single click.

5. Export the layout, including measurements, to pass to your onsite builder.
DISPLAY CONFIGURATIONS

Datapath’s Wall Designer software includes a community driven database. A large range of displays from popular manufacturers is already included and is being added to all the time.

Information such as display dimensions (in pixels and millimetres), refresh rates and monitor bezel sizes are all included. Datapath provide regular updates. Users can also add their own display information and submit back to the master database for inclusion in the next update.

Users can manipulate each display to place it perfectly onto the canvas. This includes the ability to rotate and drag and drop into position.

COMPATIBILITY

Wall Designer for Windows is available for Windows 7 (SP1), Windows 8, Windows 8.1, or Windows 10x and requires Internet Explorer 10 or later.

Wall Designer for MacOS is available for High Sierra 10.3 or later.

AVAILABLE LANGUAGES

Wall Designer software is available in English, simplified Chinese (from Version 1.2.0) French, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Polish, Portuguese, Russian and Spanish.

DOWNLOAD

Download Wall Designer from the Datapath website at www.datapath.co.uk